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Ž .In this paper we prove the A l -weighted Caccioppoli-type inequality and weakr
Ž .reverse Holder inequality for A-harmonic tensors. We also obtain the A l -¨ r
weighted Hardy]Littlewood inequality for conjugate A-harmonic tensors. These
inequalities can be considered as extensions of the classical results. Q 2000 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A-harmonic tensors are important extensions of p-harmonic tensors,
p-harmonic functions, and harmonic functions, which have various applica-
tions in many fields, such as potential theory, quasiregular mappings, and
the theory of elasticity. Many interesting results about A-harmonic tensors
w xhave been established recently; see 1]4, 6, 7, 9 . S. Ding and P. Shi
Ž .introduce A l , a new class of weighted functions and obtain some basicr
w x Ž .properties of this class in 4 . In this paper we first obtain the A l -r
Ž .weighted Caccioppoli-type estimate and the A l -weighted weak reverser
Ž .Holder inequality for A-harmonic tensors. Then, we prove the A l -¨ r
weighted Hardy]Littlewood inequality for conjugate A-harmonic tensors.
These results can be used to study the integrability of A-harmonic tensors
and estimate the integrals for A-harmonic tensors.
Let V be a connected open subset of Rn throughout this paper. Let
e , e , . . . , e be the standard unit basis of Rn. For l s 0, 1, . . . , n, the1 2 n
linear space of l-vectors, spanned by the exterior products e s e n eI i i1 2
Ž .n ??? e , corresponding to all ordered l-tuples I s i , i , . . . , i , 1 F i -i 1 2 l 1l l l Ž n.i - ??? i F n, is denoted by n s n R . The Grassman algebra ns2 l
[n l is a graded algebra with respect to the exterior products. For
a s Ýa Ie g n and b s ÝIe g n, the inner product in n is given byI I
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² : I I Ž .a , b s Ýa b with summation over all l-tuples I s i , i , . . . , i and1 2 l
all integers l s 0, 1, . . . , n. We define the Hodge star operator w: n“ n
by the rule w1 s e n e n ??? n e and a n wb s b n wa s1 2 n
² :Ž .a , b w1 for all a , b g n. The norm of a g n is given by the formula
< < 2 ² : Ž . 0a s a , a s w a n wa g n s R. The Hodge star is an isometric
ny l Ž . lŽnyl . l lisomorphism on n with w: nl “ n and ww y1 : n “ n . Let




5 5f s f x w x dx .Ž . Ž .p , E , v Hž /E
Ž w x.A differential l-form v on V is a de Rham current see 7, Chap. III
lŽ n.on V with values in n R . We denote the space of differential l-forms
Ž l. pŽ l. Ž . Ž .by D9 V, n . We write L V, n for the l-forms v x s Ý v x dxI I I
Ž . pŽ .s Ýv x dx n dx n ??? n dx with v g L V, R for all orderedi i ??? i i i i I1 2 l 1 2 lpŽ l.l-tuples I. Thus L V, n is a Banach space with norm
1rp1rp pr2
p 25 5v s v x dx s v x dx .Ž . Ž .Ýp , V H H Iž /ž / ž /V V I
1Ž l.Similarly, W V, n are those differential l-forms on V whose coeffi-p
1Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž l.cients are in W V, R . The notations W V, R and W V, n arep p, loc p, loc
Ž l.self-explanatory. We denote the exterior derivative by d : D9 V, n “
Ž lq 1 .D9 V , n for l s 0, 1, . . . , n. Its formal adjoint operator
w Ž lq1 . Ž l . Ž .nlq1d : D V, n “ D9 V, n is given by dw s y1 wdw on
Ž lq1.D9 V, n , l s 0, 1, . . . , n.
In recent years there have been remarkable advances made in the study
of the A-harmonic equation
dwA x , dv s 0 1.1Ž . Ž .
lŽ n. lŽ n.for differential forms, where A : V = n R “ n R satisfies the con-
ditions
py1 p< < ² : < <A x , j F a j and A x , j , j G j 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
lŽ n.for almost every x g V and all j g n R . Here a ) 0 is a constant and
Ž . Ž .1 - p - ‘ is a fixed exponent associated with 1.1 . A solution to 1.1 is
1 Ž ly1.an element of the Sobolev space W V, n such thatp, loc
² :A x , dv , dw s 0Ž .H
V
1Ž ly1.for all w g W V, n with compact support.p
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DEFINITION 1.3. We call u an A-harmonic tensor in V if u satisfies the
Ž .A-harmonic equation 1.1 in V.
Ž l.A differential l-form u g D9 V, n is called a closed form if du s 0
in V. A differential form u is called a p-harmonic tensor if
w < < py2 wd du du s 0 and d u s 0,Ž .
where 1 - p - ‘. The equation
A x , du s dw ¤ 1.4Ž . Ž .
is called the conjugate A-harmonic equation. For example, du s dw ¤ is an
analogue of a Cauchy]Riemann system in Rn. Clearly, the A-harmonic
equation is not affected by adding a closed form to u and coclosed form to
¤ . Therefore, any type of estimates between u and ¤ must be modulo such
Ž .forms. Suppose that u is a solution to 1.1 in V. Then, at least locally in a
1Ž lq1.ball B, there exists a form ¤ g W B, n , 1rp q 1rq s 1, such thatq
Ž .1.4 holds.
Ž . y1DEFINITION 1.5. When u and ¤ satisfy 1.4 in V, and A exists in V,
we call u and ¤ conjugate A-harmonic tensors in V.
DEFINITION 1.6. We call u a p-harmonic function if u satisfies the
p-harmonic equation
< < py2div =u =u s 0Ž .
with p ) 1. Its conjugate in the plane is a q-harmonic function ¤ , py1 q
qy1 s 1, which satisfies
› ¤ › ¤py2< <=u =u s , y .ž /› y › x
Note that if p s q s 2, we get the usual conjugate harmonic functions.
We write R s R1. Balls are denoted by B and s B is the ball with the
Ž . Ž .same center as B and with diam s B s s diam B . The n-dimensional
n < <Lebesgue measure of a set E : R is denoted by E . We call w a weight if
1 Ž n.w g L R and w ) 0 a.e. Also in general dm s w dx where w is aloc
w x nweight. The following result appears in 6 . Let Q ; R be a cube or a ball.
‘Ž l.To each y g Q there corresponds a linear operator K : C Q, n “y
‘Ž ly1.C Q, n defined by
1 ly1K v x ; j , . . . , j s t v tx q y y ty ; x y y , j , . . . , j dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Hy 1 l 1 ly1
0
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and the decomposition
v s d K v q K dv .Ž .Ž .y y
‘Ž l. ‘Ž ly1.We define another linear operator T C Q, n “ C Q, n by aver-Q
aging K over all points y in Qy
T v s w y K v dy ,Ž .HQ y
Q
‘Ž . Ž .where w g C Q is normalized by H w y dy s 1. We define the l-form0 Q
Ž l.v g D9 Q, n byQ
< <y1v s Q v y dy , l s 0, and v s d T v , l s 1, 2, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .HQ Q Q
Q
pŽ l.for all v g L Q, n ,k 1 F p - ‘.
Ž .2. THE A l -WEIGHTED CACCIOPPOLI-TYPEr
ESTIMATE
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. We say the weight w x satisfies the A l conditionr
Ž . Ž .for r ) 1 and 1 - l - ‘, write w g A l , if w x ) 0 a.e., andr
ry1Ž .1r ry11 1 1
lsup w dx dx - ‘ 2.2Ž .H H ž /ž / ž /< < < <B B wB BB
for any ball B ; Rn.
Ž . w x w xThe above A l -weights are introduced in 4 . See 4 for the propertiesr
Ž .of A l -weights.r
We will also need the following generalized Holder’s inequality.¨
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 - a - ‘, 0 - b - ‘, and sy1 s ay1 q by1. If f and
g are measurable functions on Rn, then
5 5 5 5 5 5fg F f ? g 2.4Ž .s , V a , V b , V
for any V g Rn.
w xIn 7 , C. A. Nolder obtains the following Caccioppoli-type estimate.
THEOREM A. Let u be an A-harmonic tensor in V and let s ) 1. Then
there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that
y15 5 5 5du F C diam B u y cŽ .s , B s , s B
for all balls or cubes B with s B ; V and all closed forms c. Here 1 - s - ‘.
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w xThe following weak reverse Holder inequality appears in 7 .¨
THEOREM B. Let u be an A-harmonic tensor in V, s ) 1, and 0 - s,
t - ‘. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that
5 5 < < Ž tys.r st 5 5u F C B us , B t , s B
for all balls or cubes B with s B ; V.
Ž .We prove the following A l -weighted Caccioppoli-type estimate forr
A-harmonic tensors.
Ž l.THEOREM 2.5. Let u g D9 V, n , l s 0, 1, . . . , n, be an A-harmonic
tensor in a domain V ; Rn and r ) 1. Assume that 1 - s - ‘ is a fixed
Ž .exponent associated with the A-harmonic equation and w g A l for somer
r ) 1 and l ) 1. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u, such that
1rs1rs C 2s s1rl 1rl< < < <du w dx F u y c w dx 2.6Ž .H Hž / ž /diam BŽ .B r B
for all balls B with rB ; V and all closed forms c.
2 Ž 2 .Proof. Choose t s sl r l y 1 ; then 1 - s - t. Since 1rs s 1rt
Ž .q t y s rst, by Holder’s inequality and Theorem A, we have¨
1rs 1rs
ss 1rl 1rl s< < < <du w dx s du w dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B B
Ž .1rt tys rst
Ž .str tyst 1rl s< <F du dx w dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B B
5 5 lF du ? w dxt , B Hž /B
1rl2s
y1 l5 5s C diam B u y c w dx 2.7Ž . Ž .t , s B H1 ž /B
for all balls B with s B ; V and all closed forms c. Since c is a closed
form and u is an A-harmonic tensor, then u y c is still an A-harmonic
2 Ž 2 .tensor. Taking m s l sr l q r y 1 , we find that m - s - t. Applying
Theorem B yields
5 5 < < Žmyt .r mt 5 5 2u y c F C B u y ct , s B m , s B2
< < Žmyt .r mt 5 5s C B u y c , 2.8Ž .m , r B2
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2 Ž . Ž .where r s s . Substituting 2.8 in 2.7 , we have
1rs
y1s Žmyt .r mt1rl< < < <du w dx F C diam B BŽ .H 3ž /B
1rl2s
l5 5= u y c w dx . 2.9Ž .m , r B Hž /B
Ž .Now 1rm s 1rs q s y m rsm, by Holder’s inequality again, we obtain¨
1rm
m5 5 < <u y c s u y c dxm , r B Hž /rB
1rm
m2 21r l s y1rl s< <s u y c w w dxŽ .Hž /rB
Ž . 2ry1 rl sŽ .1rs 1r ry112s 1rl< <F u y c w dx dxH H ž /ž / ž /wrB r B
2.10Ž .
Ž .for all balls B with rB ; V and all closed forms c. Combining 2.9 and
Ž .2.10 , we obtain
1rs
s 1rl< <du w dxHž /B
y1 Žmyt .r mt< <F C diam B BŽ .3
1rs
2 21r l s 1rl s s 1rl5 5 5 5 < <= w 1rw u y c w dx . 2.11Ž .l, B 1rŽ ry1. , r B Hž /rB
Ž .Since w g A l , then we haver
5 51r l s 5 51r l
2 sw ? 1rwl, B 1rŽ ry1. , r B
1rl2sry1
Ž .1r ry1lF w dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /ž /rB r B
1rl2sry1Ž .1r ry11 1 1r l< <s rB w dx dxH H ž /ž /< < < <ž /rB rB wž /rB r B
< < rrl
2 sF C B . 2.12Ž .4
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Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.12 in 2.11 , we find that
1rs1rs C 2s s1rl 1rl< < < <du w dx F u y c w dxH Hž / ž /diam BŽ .B r B
for all balls B with rB ; V and all closed forms c. This ends the proof of
Theorem 2.5.
Ž .3. THE A l -WEIGHTED WEAK REVERSEr
¨HOLDER INEQUALITY
Ž .We prove the following A l -weighted weak reverse Holder inequality.¨r
Ž l.THEOREM 3.1. Let u g D9 V, n , l s 0, 1, . . . , n, be an A-harmonic
n Ž .tensor in a domain V ; R , s ) 1. Assume that 0 - s, t - ‘ and w g A lr
for some r ) 1 and l ) 1. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u,
such that
1rs 1rt
s Ž tys.r st tlr2 tr2 s< < < < < <u w dx F C B u w dx , 3.2Ž .H Hž / ž /B s B
for all balls B with s B ; V.
Ž .Note that 3.2 can be written as
1rs 1rt1 1s tlr2 tr2 s< < < <u w dx F C u w dx . 3.2 9Ž .H Hž / ž /< < < <B BB s B
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of Theorem 2.5. For comple-
tion of the paper, we prove Theorem 3.1 as follows.
Proof. Applying Holder’s inequality, we have¨
1rs 1rs
ss lr2 lr2 s< < < <u w dx s u w dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B B
1r2 s 1r2 s
2 s2 s lr2 s< <F u dx w dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B B
1r2 s
l5 5s u w dx 3.3Ž .2 s , B Hž /B
Ž Ž ..for all balls B with s B ; V. Choosing m s 2 str 2 s q t r y 1 , by
Theorem B we obtain
5 5 < < Žmy2 s.r2 m s 5 5u F C B u . 3.4Ž .2 s , B m , s B3
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Ž .Since 1rm s 1rt q t y m rmt, by the Holder’s inequality again, we have¨
1rm
m1r2 s y1r2 s5 5 < <u s u w w dxŽ .m , s B Hž /
s B
Ž .1rt tym rmt
Ž .mtr2 s tymt tr2 s< <F u w dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /
s B s B
Ž .1rt ry1 r2 s
Ž .1r ry1t tr2 s< <s u w dx 1rw dx . 3.5Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /
s B s B
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.3 , 3.4 , and 3.5 yields
1rs
s l r2< <u w dxHž /B
1r2 s
Žmy2 s.r2 m s l< <F C B w dxH1 ž /B
Ž . 1r6ry1 r2 s
Ž .1r ry1 t tr2 s< <= 1rw dx u w dx . 3.6Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /
s B s B
Ž .Since w g A l , then we haver
Ž .1r2 s ry1 r2 s
Ž .1r ry1lw dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B s B
1r2 s1 1 Ž .1r ry1rr2 s l< <F s B w dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /ž /< < < <s B s BB s B
< < rr2 sF C s B2
< < rr2 ss C B . 3.7Ž .3
Ž . Ž .Substituting 3.7 into 3.6 yields
1rs 1rt
s Ž tys.r st tlr2 tr2 s< < < < < <u w dx F C B u w dx .H Hž / ž /B s B
We have completed the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Ž .4. THE A l -WEIGHTED HARDY]LITTLEWOODr
INEQUALITY
w xHardy and Littlewood in 5 proved the following result.
THEOREM C. For each p ) 0, there is a constant C such that
p p
u y u 0 dx dy F C ¤ y ¤ 0 dx dyŽ . Ž .H H
D D
for all analytic functions f s u q i¤ in the unit disk D.
w xC. A. Nolder proves the following Theorem in 7 .
THEOREM D. Let u and ¤ be conjugate A-harmonic tensors in V ; Rn,
s ) 1, and 0 - s, t - ‘. Then there exists a constant C, independent of u and
¤ , such that
5 5 < < b 5 5 qr pu y u F C B ¤ y cs , B t , s BB
1 Ž . wfor all balls B and s B ; V. Here c is any form in W V, L with d c s 0p, loc
Ž .and b s 1rs q 1rn y 1rt q 1rn qrp.
Ž .Now we prove the following A l -weighted Hardy]Littlewood ineq-r
uality.
THEOREM 4.1. Let u and ¤ be conjugate A-harmonic tensors in a domain
n Ž .V ; R and w g A l for some r ) 1. Let 0 - s, t - ‘. Then there exists ar
constant C, independent of u and ¤ , such that
1rs qrpt
s g tl r p tr qs< < < < < <u y u w dx F C B ¤ y c w dx 4.2Ž .H HBž / ž /B s B
for all balls B with s B ; V ; Rn and s ) 1. Here c is any form in
1 Ž . w Ž .W V, L with d c s 0 and g s 1rs q 1rn y 1rt q 1rn qrp.q, loc
Ž .Note that 4.2 can be written as the symmetric form
1rqs1 s lr p< <u y u w dxH Bž /< <B B
1rpt1Ž1r qy1r p.r n t tr qs< < < <F C B ¤ y c w dx . 4.2 9Ž .Hž /< <B s B
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Ž .Proof. Let k s psr p y 1 . Since p ) 1, then k ) 0 and k ) s. Apply-
ing Holder’s inequality, we have¨
1rs 1rs
ss l r p l r p s< < < <u y u w dx s u y u w dxŽ .H HB Bž / ž /B B
Ž .kys rk s
k lr pŽkys.5 5F u y u w dxk , B HB ž /B
1rp s
l5 5s u y u w dx . 4.3Ž .k , B HB ž /B
Ž Ž ..Choose m s qstr qs q t r y 1 , then m - t. By Theorem D we have
5 5 < < b 5 5 qr pu y u F C B ¤ y c , 4.4Ž .k , B m , s BB 1
Ž .where b s 1rk q 1rn y 1rm q 1rn qrp. Since 1rm s 1rt q
Ž .t y m rmt, by Holder’s inequality again, we obtain¨
1rm
m1r qs y1r qs5 5 < <¤ y c s ¤ y c w w dxŽ .m , s B Hž /
s B
Ž .1rt tym rmt
Ž .mtrqs tymt tr qs< <F ¤ y c w dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /
s B s B
Ž .1rt ry1 rqs
Ž .1r ry1t tr qs< <s ¤ y c w dx 1rw dx .Ž .H Hž / ž /
s B s B
4.5Ž .
Hence
Ž . qrptry1 rp s
Ž .1r ry1qr p t tr qs5 5 < <¤ y c F 1rw dx ¤ y c w dx .Ž .m , s B H Hž / ž /
s B s B
4.6Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.6 yields
1rs
s l r p< <u y u w dxH Bž /B
Ž .1rp s ry1 rp s
Ž .1r ry1b l< <F C B w dx 1rw dxŽ .H H1 ž / ž /B s B
qrpt
t tr qs< <= ¤ y c w dx . 4.7Ž .Hž /
s B
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Ž .Using the condition that w g A l , we obtainr
Ž .1rp s ry1 rp s
Ž .1r ry1lw dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /B s B
1rs p1 1 Ž .1r ry1rr p s l< <F s B w dx 1rw dxŽ .H Hž / ž /ž /< < < <s B s BB s B
< < rr p s < < rr p sF C s B s C B . 4.8Ž .2 3
Ž . Ž .Putting 4.8 into 4.7 and noting that b q rrps s 1rk q 1rn y
Ž . Ž .1rm q 1rn qrp q rrps s 1rs q 1rn y 1rt q 1rn qrp, we have
1rs qrpt
s g tlr p tr qs< < < < < <u y u w dx F C B ¤ y c w dx ,H HBž / ž /B s B
Ž .where g s 1rs q 1rn y 1rt q 1rn qrp. We have completed the proof
of Theorem 4.1.
As an application of Theorem 4.1, we have the following example.
Ž . Ž 1 2 n. nEXAMPLE. Let f x s f , f , . . . , f be K-quasiregular in R . Then
u s f l df 1 n df 2 n ??? n df ly1
and
¤ s w f lq1 df lq2 n ??? n df n ,
l s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, are conjugate A-harmonic tensors with p s nrl and
Ž . Ž .q s nr n y l , where A is some operator satisfying 1.2 . Then by Theo-
rem 4.1, we obtain
l 1 2 ly1f df n df n ??? n dfHž B
1rs
sl 1 2 ly1 lr py f df n df n ??? n df w dxŽ . B /
qrpt
g tlq1 lq2 n tr qs< < < <F C B w f df n ??? n df y c w dx ,Hž /
s B
Ž .where C is independent of f , g s 1rs q 1rn y 1rt q 1rn qrp and
dwc s 0.
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